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Administration of elections is a complex business.  Most senior administrators, whether 

they are elected officials, politically appointed or employed as civil servants, come 

from other fields with little or no specific election experience.   Many are lawyers or 

judges; others are employees of government offices responsible for civil registries, tax 

records, or vital statistics. Still others are politically prominent citizens nominated by 

political parties to serve on election commissions activated during election cycles.   

Most of them become “election professionals” through actual experience on the job.  

As all election officials learn, the picture is never static.  And, now, with the ever more 

rapid pace with which new technologies are introduced in the market place, new 

pressures to modernize bring new challenges to the election administrator who must 

now add a sound grasp of the world of high tech to his or her skill set. 

 

The Lure of New Technologies 

 

Election Management Bodies (EMB) around the world are constantly looking for ways to 

improve election processes.  Without a doubt, the lure of new technologies is 

compelling.  The “buzz” about the “latest best thing” not only reaches the ear of the 

election administrator, but the ear of every elected official who has ever had to wait 

until the wee hours of the morning for the last polling place or precinct to report, or who 

has ever had to respond to a constituent whose name could not be found on the voter 

register.  Every news story about a real or perceived problem or delay in the election 
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process brings with it new demands for reform.  And, in this day and age “reform” often 

translates as a demand for expedience and speed through technology.   In the wings is 

a stream of vendors ready and waiting to offer their services and their wares to satisfy 

those demands.  

 

The trick for the administrator who is charged with responding to political, legislative 

and sometimes popular will to modernize the election process is to find the right 

vendors with the right solutions to address the specific problems that the new 

technologies are intended to overcome and improve upon.  When we are talking 

about modernization of the voter registration or electoral processes, we are usually 

talking about a major capital expenditure involving a very formal bidding and 

procurement process the rules for which are often dictated by statutory and regulatory 

guidelines.   

 

Steps in the Procurement Process 

 

As a general rule, the bidding and procurement process involves several key 

components.  The competence and effectiveness with which each step is carried out 

will have a directly proportionate correlation with the level of success that is ultimately 

achieved. Each phase builds on all the preceding ones.  A faltering at any step will 

have a negative impact on every step that follows.  

 

As every election official knows first hand, the success or failure of the election process 

always rests in the details. And so it is with the development of the specifications for 

requests for proposals from competent vendors, and ultimately in the actual contracts 

drawn once a vendor is selected.  

 

The subject of bidding and procurement is broad-sweeping and complex.  For our 

discussion purposes today, there are generally five steps can serve as a springboard for 

exploring some “best practice” ideas for ensuring a successful process.  They include: 
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 Defining the “business” needs or existing problems that new technologies are 

expected to address  

 Drafting the specifications for the Request for Proposal 

 Getting to a short list of suppliers 

 Conducting the evaluation of proposals  

 Follow up and contracting 

 

The end result of a sound procurement strategy will be the introduction of wisely 

selected technologies that serve the public interest in keeping with fundamental 

principles of democracy in a manner that ensures that the state’s interests are 

protected and the integrity of the solicitation process remains above reproach.  

 

Common Pitfalls along the Way 

 

Over the course of my career in elections, and particularly in relation to the 

implementation of major reforms involving new systems and new technologies, I have 

observed how easy it is to succumb to pitfalls that can obstruct our path toward 

achieving the end results as we originally envisioned them.   They may not be all 

inclusive, but the following list covers a great deal of territory on the slippery slope we 

are navigating when we solicit proposals for the acquisition of commodities and 

services necessary to the introduction new technologies for the first time.   They include: 

 

 Not allowing enough time 

 Thinking of the acquisition as a purchase rather than a long term relationship  

 Inadequate definition of the “business” needs, expectations and deliverables 

 Creating Requests for Proposals that pre-define the solutions, rather than the 

problems to be addressed 

 Asking the wrong questions 

 Not providing sufficient details about the project domain 

 Evaluating proposals on the wrong criteria 
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 Letting integrity and transparency slide in the bidding and procurement process 

itself 

 Failing to look forward 

 

They are exactly the deficiencies that can lead to inadequate responses from 

prospective vendors, delays in delivery, contractual disagreements, cost overruns, 

unsatisfactory relationships and ultimate failures affecting the registration or electoral 

processes themselves. 

 

Defining “Business” Needs 

 

In the face of growing pressure to embrace new technologies lawmakers and EMBs 

can sometimes have difficulty in clearly defining the actual need to be served.  In some 

instances the introduction of new technologies is envisioned as a long-range plan for 

improving overall efficiency or communications, streamlining service delivery, 

integrating various systems and subsystems, lowering costs of operation and minimizing 

manpower requirements.  However, in some circumstances modernization and 

automation is spurred by a sense of urgency to overcome a specific problem.  In the 

Philippines, for example, delays in the counting and reporting of results has prompted 

distrust among political participants and the public in their accuracy by they time 

manually counted and tabulated returns from nearly a quarter of a million polling 

stations are reported at the national level.  Transitioning to the use of DRE voting 

equipment at the polling stations with electronic transmission of results has been 

explored as a means of solving this critical problem for some time.   

 

Creating a Road Map of the Existing System 

 

Defining the “business” need requires an intense review of the existing system before 

any work can be reasonably undertaken with respect to defining procurement 

specifications.  It is not enough to say we want faster and more accurate counting of 

votes and tabulation and reporting of results.  Rather, a full review is necessary to 
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document the roadmap of exactly how the current system really works, not initially in 

qualitative terms but in procedural, structural, work-flow and quantitative terms. The 

better the roadmap is documented and fully understood, the more likely it is that a 

qualitative evaluation will be meaningful and comprehensive.  

 

A critical part of the assessment requires identifying in detail the current functional 

requirements of each component and determining where they conform to legal 

mandates that govern the service deliverables and where they do not.     It is not only 

important to identify where the problems exist, but also where current solutions are 

adequate and working well.  These judgments are invaluable in ensuring that any 

subsequent procurement is well targeted and uncluttered with unnecessary 

components that can result in a misdirected use of state resources.   

 

Taking Inventory and Defining the Project Domain 

 

Part of the process of accomplishing a thorough assessment of the needs to be satisfied 

through new technologies should be the taking of a thorough institutional inventory.  

Such an exercise will help administrators develop a clear description of the project 

domain which will be vitally important to vendors as they develop rational solutions to 

needs identified in the RFP.  Through a survey and on-site visits and interviews, for 

example, assessors can acquire important information about existing equipment, 

numbers and types of work stations, printers and scanners, peripherals, networks, 

electronic messaging and emailing applications, currently used office and operations 

software, servers and whether they are stand-alone or shared, as well as internal 

databases (including ad hoc databases) that are routinely maintained.  In the case of 

pursuing a design for a new voter registration system, the assessment should clearly 

map current data formats and conversions, data interfaces required with other agency 

or third party data bases.  It is very helpful to document how and where and how often 

information flows into and out of the system.  Such information is equally crucial for 

implementing new voter registration systems and systems put in place for the counting 

of votes and transmission of results.   
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Other information should also be quantified where it has a direct bearing on the kind of 

modernization being sought.  If the project will involve the development of a new voter 

registration system, it would be important to also analyze the volume of applications 

and transactions on a day to day basis and in peak periods during election cycles. 

Vendors will eventually have to know how many users would be on line at any one time 

and from how many locations.  In another example, when considering the purchase of 

voting machines, important details like the numbers jurisdictions, precincts and split 

precincts, races and candidates, ballot combinations, languages used, and other 

electoral details must be communicated in the RFP if the vendors are to develop 

proposals that accommodate system requirements.   

 

Information should also be gathered and documented relative to available work 

space, warehousing capacities and power supplies at each local or regional office.  

Conditions and capacities may vary greatly from office to office that could have 

significant implications for potential vendors.  The institutional inventory should also 

assess user demographics, current staffing levels, and the numbers and skill sets of end 

users likely to be directly affected by modernization reforms. The introduction of new 

technologies may require an increased emphasis on to training, re-training, and 

ongoing access to technical support.  Such issues are likely to have relevance in 

drawing the specifications for an RFP.  

 

Input from Staff, Other Agencies and Civil Society Organizations 

 

In the “needs” assessment phase opportunities exist to involve a number of key players, 

not only from within the election management body itself, but also from other 

government agencies, election-relevant Civil Society Organizations and technical 

institutes and organizations that may have specific expertise to contribute.   

 

As early as possible, other agencies of government should be notified of your intentions 

and informed about the project being undertaken.  They are certain to at least include 
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the state’s primary procurement and purchasing agencies and IT departments. There is 

nothing more frustrating than having the procurement process delayed because there 

is a miscommunication about the procedures and legal requirements underpinning the 

procurement process.  There may also be a number of other agencies who will be 

impacted by the modernization being undertaken by elections management officials. 

This is especially important when the project calls for major shifts in voter registration 

management.  Commonly, maintenance of the voter lists requires integration of data 

from a number of other agencies as well.  Depending on the prevailing laws regarding 

suffrage rights, for example, justice departments or court records may be the source for 

input regarding persons convicted of crimes that preclude them from voting.  

Depending on the country and its bureaucratic structures, there are often agencies 

that have defined responsible for the registration of people’s residence addresses.  

Other agencies commonly maintain vital statistics data regarding deceased persons.  

They also have a stake in the “business” needs that the election administration is trying 

to improve upon.    Their input will be very important in ensuring that their requirements 

are taken into account, and that appropriate links between the election agency and 

their departments are adequately served.   

 

Ideally regional and local officials should be directly involved in the assessment and 

inventory analysis including some end-user staff.  It is their input that frequently identifies 

problems or weaknesses that are not always visible from central management’s 

vantage point. While leadership at the center may have a grasp of how the systems 

and work-flows should work, it is often a very different reality in the trenches. In addition 

to the benefits that can be gained from acquiring input from a diversified assessment 

team, their involvement at this very important stage can help to stimulate buy-in from 

the very beginning.  The importance of having common understanding and agreement 

on the fundamental issues at hand and the goals to be attained should not be 

underestimated. 

 

No single success factor is more important than properly defining and clearly 

articulating the “business” needs to be addressed.  It’s all about defining the “business” 
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problem, the project domain which will be impacted, the mandatory requirements and 

the “must haves.” When the needs assessment is done well a major portion of the work 

required in drafting the formal RFP is already accomplished.  This information will be at 

the heart of any successful RFP as well as any contract that might eventually be 

awarded. In fact, no RFP or contract can be considered successful if the goals they 

achieve fail to realistically accommodate real conditions in the institutional 

environment or fail to accomplish a desirable solution to the “business” needs identified. 

 

Creating a Short List of Potential Suppliers 

 

Before a formal RFP is developed and issued, it is a good idea for an agency to embark 

on an exercise to do some research and to query suppliers about their products and 

services to narrow the list of potential vendors.  Ideally, this advance research will lead 

to the identification of reliable and proven suppliers while avoiding an overload of bids 

from vendors who are simply not qualified or competent to provide the services or 

solutions being sought.  However, the strategy for doing so should be carefully thought 

out.   

 

First of all, EMBs and their staff should have a plan for engaging in research 

independently of any contacts with potential suppliers.  Certainly, in the election world, 

other jurisdictions have experienced some of the same “business” problems and have 

taken steps to deal with them through the use of new technologies.  There is no 

downside to contacting them to discuss their experiences.  They are most likely more 

than happy to share information about the successes and challenges they 

encountered along the way.  Team members should also scan the web for white 

papers and other materials pertinent to endeavor which the EMB is undertaking to learn 

about solutions that were found to be effective in other jurisdictions. 

 

One of the subtle traps that election management bodies and lawmakers can fall prey 

to is the “help” offered by vendors. In the interest of understanding the various kinds of 

technologies that are available it is not uncommon to seek out information from various 
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vendors and suppliers directly.  The trick is to be able to differentiate between a helpful 

consultation and a sales pitch.  Unfortunately what starts out as pre-solicitation research 

can develop into a vendor-driven acquisition process in which requests for proposals 

are designed with a leaning toward a particular vendor. A signal that such a 

circumstance might be emerging is any effort being made to manipulate requirements 

to a certain business model or solution.  It can sometimes be difficult, but EMBs and 

lawmakers need to be mindful of maintaining some distance and objectivity to 

promote genuine competition and to ensure that the best interests of the state, the 

political participants and the voters are being served. In addition, anytime the 

legitimacy of the solicitation process becomes tainted by real or perceived favoritism, 

the likelihood for appeals and legal challenges by aggrieved competitors increase.   

 

Such challenges can significantly delay the award of a contract; more importantly, 

even seemingly insignificant controversies have a way of exploding to full blown 

scandals that generate negative publicity.  Negative publicity can undercut your 

efforts from the start at a time when a full buy-in to the reforms is required from all 

stakeholders.  Tainted or unethical practices can seriously erode public confidence not 

only in the procurement process, but in the integrity of the resulting reforms and 

ultimately the elections themselves. 

 

While EMBs must be mindful of the potential pitfalls, accomplishing some advance 

research to identify the types of new technologies and services that are available, 

makes good sense.  In the Philippines, draft legislation encourages the involvement in 

special advisory bodies to provide input on the best technical solutions that should be 

considered.  Members of such bodies are commonly drawn from other government 

agencies, universities, technical institutes, professional organizations specializing in IT, 

and other election-relevant relevant organizations.   

 

There are also some formal tools that are commonly used before committing to the RFP 

process that not only help guide the research of potential suppliers.  They can also be 

helpful in documenting that fair and ethical procurement practices are being formally 
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adhered to.  One such tool is the Request for Information (RFI).   An FRI is used to quickly 

gather information and obtain an overview of different vendors’ technologies and 

approaches.  RFI’s are high-level but concise documents that emphasize the EMB’s 

“business” needs, objectives and “must have” requirements.  They generally do not 

include the specific details about the processes, project domain or functions that a 

Request for Proposal contains.  Responses are evaluated to identify the most promising 

suppliers that might be best suited for the job. The advisory body would certainly have a 

role to play in evaluating and responses received and making recommendations 

regarding which of the respondents should be short listed.   Under ideal circumstances, 

the process should narrow the field considerably to no more than five of the most 

promising suppliers with the greatest prospects for being able to deliver the products or 

services needed.  Although the government’s distribution policies may require a 

broader net, the short list of vendors should be specifically targeted to receive the 

formal RFP once it is distributed. 

 

Another tool that is commonly used is the Request for Quotation (RFQ).  The purpose of 

the RFQ is to gather general quotes or prices from prospective suppliers for budget 

planning, and, in those circumstances where an RFP may not be necessary, for 

preparation of purchase orders.  It is a shopping tool to secure best price choices 

among a group of suppliers selling similar products and services.  RFQs are generally 

used only for more routine procurements or upgraded technology such as a larger hard 

disk storage capacity.  Generally speaking, when large scale technological reforms are 

being envisioned, the RFQ is simply not sufficient to support the procurement process.  

And, it is never wise to base an award on price alone.   

 

Designing the Request for Proposal 

 

The issuance of a Request for Proposal is the most common method used to purchase 

products and services, especially when the stakes are high and public funds are being 

expended.  It provides a formal basis for soliciting competitive proposals from likely 

vendors with the purpose of helping decision makers select the best solutions to suit 
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their needs.  By virtue of its level of detail the RFP serves to protect the state’s interests 

and secure the most cost effective options possible.   

 

Inherent Mechanisms for Maintaining Integrity, Transparency and Fairness Principles 

 

The formality of the RFP process provides a measurable basis for ensuring and 

documenting that integrity, transparency and fairness principles are adhered to.  While 

they are not all inclusive, there are several commonly recognized rules that can help 

keep the train on the rails. 

 

 The issuance of an RFP should be subject to public notice requirements and a full 

record should be maintained regarding the dates of publication or release by other 

means. 

 

 It is critical that steps are taken to ensure that no vendor is allowed to benefit from 

“leaked” drafts or “insider” information before the official release and distributin of 

the RFP.    

 

 Rules normally dictate that all transactions related to the issuance of the RFP, 

including the distribution list and receipt of responses should be registered and 

maintained in a master log.  The log should also document requests from vendors to 

be included in the distribution list.  , receipt of questions pertaining to the contents 

of the RFP and clarifications, and date by which the agency’s responses. 

 

 Once the RFP is official released, communications between participating staff 

members and with individual vendors should be prohibited.  Should they call, 

vendors should be directed only to the official point of contact specified in the RFP.   

 

 Up until the deadline established, any requests from vendors seeking clarifications 

or information about the RFP or its contents should be answered in writing promptly.   

Copies of the questions and the answers given should be shared simultaneously 
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with all vendors who have expressed specific interest as well as those to whom the 

RFP has been generally distributed. 

 

 Ideally, instructions to vendors should include requirements that proposals be 

submitted in two formats:  a master copy that includes the identification of the 

vendor, as well as “blind” copies in which their identity is omitted.  The “blind” 

copies can be assigned codes linked to the master copy, but only the “blind” 

copies are distributed to evaluation team members.  Such a practice can help 

foster evaluations based on the quality of the submission rather than any potential  

allegiance or favoritism to a specific vendor.   

 

Fulfilling these standards can set the tone for a fair and transparent process.  

Documentation that demonstrates the exercise of due diligence can go along way in 

helping to insulate the process from frivolous controversy or legal challenge.    

 

The Value of RFPs in the Procurement Process 

 

RFPs are particularly useful when there are multiple solutions available, or when multiple 

vendors can provide similar solutions with different implementation scenarios.  They can 

be effective when exact solutions for a project are not readily apparent, or when the 

project requires equipment, skills, expertise or technical capabilities that are not feasible 

or available in-house.  It is also a tool by which a variety of vendors’ proposals can be 

evaluated in a systematic and consistent manner.   Most importantly, the RFP the first 

link in a chain that binds the buyer and a seller in a potential working relationship based 

on commonly understood requirements, schedules and information.  They should be 

elaborated in specific detail, even including those that may appear obvious because 

the buyer and the vendor may not be making the same assumptions. By replying to a 

meticulously crafted RFP, a serious vendor is already beginning demonstrate a 

willingness to fulfill concrete and detailed commitments.   

 

What an RFP is - and What it is Not 
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To maximize the returns that can be reaped from formulating a thorough and well 

crafted RFP, it is important to consider what the RFP is, and what it is not.  

 

 An RFP is used to provide a detailed description of the needs the buyer wants to 

satisfy and the legal, technical and managerial conditions that must be met if the 

vendor is selected.  It is not mechanism to learn about a vendor’s technology.  By 

the time the RFP is issued publicly a great research should have already been 

accomplished to narrow the field of qualified vendors.   

 

 An RFP is the vehicle whereby the EMB describes the functional requirements that 

must be accommodated.  The RFP is not intended to identify the solutions.  

 

 In the RFP, the “business” problem should be defined by the results required, not the 

methods that should be employed to attain those results.   The RFP solicits the 

respondent’s best solutions and methodology recommendations.   

 

The temptation to mandate a specific solution to the “business” problem is hard to 

avoid.  Though the EMB and its team of experts may have a good idea of the methods 

and technologies that could be applied, writing requirements that leave the door open 

to vendors to add their experience, creativity and innovation can be very beneficial in 

delivering options for the best solutions. 

 

Structure of the RFP 

 

Governmental procurement agencies often have boilerplate formats to be used in 

developing an RFP.  Mandatory disclosures and eligibility criteria are often standardized 

for inclusion in documents related to any large procurement exercise.  They often 

include such information as bonding and insurance requirements, standardized rules 

regarding competitive sealed proposal methods of procurement, required statements 

of assurance and indemnification, liquidated damages clauses, equal opportunity 
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disclosures, confidentiality statements, limitations and prohibitions, tax policies, and the 

government’s right to reject a proposal or not to make an award. Based on 

requirements mandated by law or regulation, there will also be a section that provides 

detailed instructions as to how and when vendors may respond.  This section generally 

includes: 

 

 a document number and title of the RFP  

 contact information of the responsible agency including the names and titles of the 

officers involved  

 procedures by which a submission will be registered 

 the calendar of events including the date of issue for the RFP, date and location of 

any pre-bid conference planned,  deadlines for the submission of questions related 

to the RFP,  and the deadline by which submissions must be received 

 general instructions as to the format to be used in preparing the proposal and the 

number of copies that are to be provided  

 

However, responsibility for the bulk of the RFP content is left EMB or agency making the 

purchase.  Templates can vary significantly.  What is important is ensuring that the RFP is 

well organized and that sections are grouped logically in a way allows evaluators to 

compare “apples to apples” to the maximum degree possible.    

 

On the page that follows is a very basic RFP template that can serve as a starting point; 

ideally the experts responsible for writing the RFP will expand on it significantly to better 

suit individual circumstances. 

 



Sample of Basic Template 
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Section General Descriptions of Content 

Executive Summary  General information section providing an overview or summary statement 
of the project, usually a one page synopsis of the RFP’s purpose  

Background  Description of the election agency 
 History leading to the introduction of reforms 
 Description of organization, Key officers and responsibilities  
 Details about the project domain and interagency relationships 
 Current technology environment 
 Current operating environment 
 Current “business” situation  

Project Schedule  Administrative rules and deadlines related to the RFP 
 Options for vendor demonstrations 
 Proposed schedule for follow up interviews 
 Proposed date for final decision on awarding the contract 
 Proposed calendar for of project implementation including major 

benchmarks 

Description of “Business 
Needs” 

 Description of the “business” problem 
 General description of scope and objectives 

Specification of 
Requirements 

 Detailed descriptions of technical requirements for managing and 
implementing the project organized by “business” processes affected 

 Descriptions of legally mandated requirements 
 Detailed descriptions of functional requirements 

o Commodity or service deliverables 
o Compliance requirements related to government regulations 
o Inputs and outputs 
o Integration and interfacing 
o Data formats and conversions 
o Reporting requirements 
o Training and technical support requirements 
o Testing and de-bugging  
o System expansion options 
o Certification, registration and licensing requirements,  

where applicable 
o Warranty and maintenance requirements 
o Expectations regarding post-project extensions or renewal options 

Vendor Profile  Vendor’s background and tenure 
 Statement of qualifications 
 Profiles of key executives and personnel assigned to the project and 

project management strategy 
 Experience projects of similar scope and size, including descriptions and 

references 
 Financial statements and quarterly reports 
 Information about subcontractors associated with the project 
 Statement of capacity to deliver  

Pricing  Description of purchase prices broken down by component 
 Licensing fees, upgrades and associated guarantees 
 Initial and ongoing costs associated with the system and terms of payment 
 Costs related to work of subcontractors 

Evaluation   Description of evaluation process 
 Description of Scoring Method  
 Options for follow up interviews 
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Question Formats 

 

The question format in an RFP can significantly influence the quality of the responses 

submitted.  Ideally, question format should be designed with the evaluation process in 

mind.  Every effort should be made to craft them in a way that ensures that they elicit 

focused and concise replies that allow for comparison of the various responses.  

Designing the questions for an RFP requires the right balance of objective quantitative 

questions and subjective questions that allow vendors to expound on their proposed 

solutions in a narrative manner.  Within the basic template structure, questions should 

be organized by “business” function category for easier cost analysis, evaluation and 

decision making.  Each question should address a single concept and reference back 

to the “business” process it affects.  Bundled questions can make it much harder to 

interpret a vendor’s response.  They also create a greater likelihood that responses will 

not cover all elements of the question. 

 

Different subjects will be better suited to different question formats.  Wherever it makes 

sense to do so, questions should be posed in a manner that allows the vendor to check 

an applicable answer.  An example might relate to requirement that the source code 

be provided.  The vendor can respond to the requirement by marking a “yes” or “no.”  

Sometimes a multiple choice format might be feasible.  An answer to a question as to 

whether a certain feature is supported might be posed in a format that allows the 

vendor check among boxes that say, “standard” or “fully supported,” “standard but 

partially supported,”  “enhancement at no charge,” “enhancement for fee required,” 

or “not available.”  Clearly, questions posed in such formats provide for easier 

comparisons of the various proposals.  Vendors can always offer additional 

explanations of their answers.  Realistically, it is understood that some questions cannot 

be so easily quantified and that narrative responses will be necessary.  Responses to 

such questions will very greatly in form, length, and level of detail and will require a 

much more labor-intensive level subjective analysis and interpretation.  

 

Pre-Bid Conferences 
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Due to the complexities of projects related to voter registration and electoral processes, 

RFPs related to them also tend to be complex.  It is a standard practice that under such 

circumstances a pre-bid conference is arranged for the benefit of interested bidders.  

Dates and times for such conferences are provided to venders in the RFP itself ensuring 

that they all have equal access to the information.  During these conferences, there is 

usually a brief presentation outlining the “business” problem and the desired results.  

Vendors in attendance in person or via conference call mechanisms are then free to 

ask questions or offer suggestions regarding clarifications that should be shared.  

Frequently, vendors are reserved about raising issues or questions in a public forum out 

of reluctance to give away their insights or disclose their intentions.  It is usually after 

such a conference that questions or issues are submitted as written requests for 

additional information.  Nonetheless, the conduct of such conferences can be 

beneficial.  They provide the EMB an opportunity to assess the level of interest, and the 

vendors from whom it is most likely submissions will be received.  It also provides vendors 

an opportunity to meet and potentially partner with other vendors, expanding their 

capacity to satisfy the requirements.    

 

Evaluating Proposals and Follow Up 

 

A key factor in ensuring a successful evaluation process is advance planning.   

 

Identifying the Evaluation Team 

 

Identifying the evaluation team and its leader should be a top priority. As a general rule 

it is advisable to limit the size of the evaluation team so that it does not become over 

burdensome or unmanageable.  EMBs are at a serious disadvantage if government 

purchasing rules preclude them from being represented on the evaluation team. In 

some jurisdictions only designated administrative staff members from the procurement 

office participate.   Wherever possible it is critical that EMB staff be involved.  Teams 

tend to be more effective when participants who contributed to the design of the RFP 
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are involved.  They understand the requirements more fully and may be better 

equipped to interpret and assess the responses.  It is always advisable to conduct 

training sessions to prepare the evaluation team well in advance. It will be important for 

them to understand the procedures that are to be followed, and the criteria by which 

they will be forming their ultimate recommendations.   

 

One strategy that can work very effectively is to create a layered structure of 

evaluation in which proposals are first evaluated by a team that provides its 

recommendations to a supervisory team.  First tier evaluators make the first cut by 

scoring and ranking the proposals based on pre-determined criteria and documenting 

their subjective impressions.  Armed with this information, the supervisory team can then 

undertake a secondary review or take a closer look at areas where deficiencies or 

omissions are noted before making a final determination.  

 

A twist on this strategy is to create several teams of two or three people.  Each team  

evaluates all the proposals independently from one another, developing its own 

recommendations and ranking order.  Once the teams have completed their separate 

evaluations, they can compare their conclusions to see where they are similar or where 

they differ significantly.  By way of a structured discussion of their findings and a re-

review of components that resulted in disparate conclusions,  it should be possible to 

find consensus before their conclusions are presented to the supervisory team.     

 

Devising a Scoring Mechanism 

 

Developing an appropriate scoring system warrants serious consideration.  Meeting 

submission requirements may be a pass or fail.  However, scoring the substance of the 

responses may best be served by giving proper weight to individual components.  They 

should be assigned priorities and ranked by importance.  For example, mandatory and 

“must have” features should carry more weight than those features that are considered 

“desirable.” It is also important to factor in the likely reliability of the vendors in terms of 

their longevity providing the commodities or services being purchased, specific 
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experience in the election field, and demonstrated successes with projects of similar 

scope and size.  Ranking requirements by importance makes it possible to apply a 

weighted scoring methodology.   

 

Requiring vendors to provide their pricing information under separate cover also has 

the advantage of ensuring that cost factors do not influence the evaluations of the 

substance of the proposals.   This is not to say that price is no object; budgetary 

considerations are always critical.  But the lowest price is not always the most important 

factor in the procurement process.  A low cost, especially if it is significantly lower than 

the pricing structures offered by other bidders, may reflect a vendor’s inherent 

misunderstanding of the requirements, or unrealistic projection of what it is going to 

take to take to get the job done.  It is often advisable to assess pricing separately and 

then to determine the degree to which it is rational relative to the quality and 

comprehensiveness of the solutions being offered and the resulting cost/benefit value.    

 

In order to ensure that the conclusions of evaluation team members are documented 

in a consistent format, a standard form should be designed for their use that reflects the 

weighted scoring criteria.  Templates should be provided that accommodate the 

recording of quantitative information provided in the responses.  Once accumulated, 

this data can be consolidated in a table that allows for an “at-a-glance” comparison.  

Templates should also be designed providing a scaled evaluation of the evaluators’ 

subjective impressions regarding of individual components, the sufficiency with which 

the vendor has demonstrated an understanding of the requirements and the suitability 

of the proposed solutions.  Evaluators should also be encouraged to provide a narrative 

overview that identifies the positive and negative aspects of each proposal, as well as 

a list of any questions that may not have been addressed.   Finally, they should be 

called upon to identify the differences that separate the best from the rest.      

 

Follow Up 
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Once the evaluations have been completed, it may become obvious that more 

information is needed.  It is rare that any vendor has designed a proposal that is so 

complete as to leave no questions unanswered.  It is perfectly appropriate to conduct 

pre-award interviews with the top one or two contenders to fill in any gaps or holes 

before a final decision is made.  The purpose of these interviews should be to allow the 

vendors clarify items left unclear, and to justify elements of their proposals that have 

raised concerns in the minds of the evaluators.  The interview can also have the added 

value of allowing the evaluation team to get a sense of the personality and style of the 

organization.  Ultimately, the most important objective is to select the vendor that can 

provide the best solutions, not just the best response to the RFP. 

 

A successful RFP process should result in the selection of a winning bidder and, 

ultimately, the award of a contract.  Arrangements should be made for post-RFP 

activities such as on-site visits, and refinement of the work plan for project management 

and implementation.   With the thorough homework front-loaded in early stages of 

designing the RFP, and a comprehensive and well documented evaluation process the 

major components of the contract are already defined.  But it is in the contract phase 

that the deliverables, time tables for implementation and concrete commitments on 

both sides are fine tuned.  It is the contract that will define terms of the working 

relationship between the buyer and the seller over time.  Every detail that is omitted 

creates an opportunity for dissatisfaction for both parties.  Ultimately it is the clarity of 

the contract and its terms and conditions that fortify a sustainable and productive 

partnership and establish a sound foundation on which the successful introduction of 

new technologies can be achieved.  

 

There is a common practice undertaken by EMBs around the world after most major 

election cycles that has equal relevance to the exercise just undertaken.  While 

memories and impressions are still fresh, it is the perfect time for the EMB to engage in a 

“lessons learned” evaluation of its own performance in facilitating the procurement 

process.  It can serve as an invaluable tool for improving the process in the future and, 

perhaps making everything just a little easier the next time around.    
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*** 

 

The challenges and labor-intensive preparations undertaken to ensure success in the 

procurement of the new technologies being introduced for the first time may seem 

insurmountable at first.  Yet the hard work and dedication can reap significant returns 

on the investment.  Successful implementation of the important reforms that result can 

go a long way in strengthening public confidence not only in the Election 

Administrative Body, but more importantly, in the integrity, accuracy and transparency 

of the election process itself.   

 


